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Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to make the Océ security policy on our 
Wide Format Printer (WFPS) products clear to the reader. It will also 
provide the information about the security feature of the Power Logic 
Controller (PLC Controller) used with Océ Technical Document Systems 
(TDS) products. It is the objective that this paper will further clarify the 
direction Océ is taking to protect our customers document print process. 
After reading this document if you have further questions you should 
contact your Océ sales or systems consultant representatives for additional 
information.   
 
Océ Security Policy  
 
At Océ, security is an important part of systems development and our 
company is taking a proactive approach to this issue. We are diligently 
working to address security issues across our entire line of digital products. 
We have taken concrete steps to develop a policy within our company that 
ensures our products exceed the security expectations of the problems 
encountered. For example:  

• Océ has a working Security Operations Group within our R&D 
organization that proactively tracks security alerts published by 
Microsoft, the CERT Coordination Center and SANS.  

• Océ products use the Microsoft Windows operating system that 
easily monitors critical patch information.  

• A process in place to test and release Windows “hot” security fixes 
within days of release by Microsoft.  

• New product design takes into account the security infrastructure 
built into our development process.  

• R&D organizations committed to develop products with secure 
features. On those products, which might have an issue, we are in 
the process of adjusting our code to ensure full product integrity.  

• Currently working with a National Information Assurance 
Partnership (NIAP) Common Criteria certified lab to ensure Océ 
products meet the security standards that defines security 
requirements.  

• Our company is committed to train and develop technical personnel 
in this key area. In fact, we have a number of certified security 
experts with CISSP or GIAC certification.  

 
The above steps along with the concrete steps we have taken to enhance 
our products have allowed Océ to address many of our customers 
concerns with positive results. Security is an ongoing issue that will be with 
us into the future. Océ will continue to work with our customers to 
proactively respond to any threat in a timely and responsive manner to 
minimize the risk to your organization.  
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Windows XPe 
 
The most current release of TDS/TCS Wide Format printers from Océ uses 
the XPe (embedded) version of the Windows XP operating system.  It must 
noted that older PLC controllers that are running Windows NT CAN also 
take advantage of the security pack that will be discussed later. So the 
functionality that will be described applies to both environments. However a 
few words about Xpe are necessary.  
One of the special features of the Windows XP Embedded operating 
system compared to the XP Professional version is the ability to customize 
the system to only those features that are necessary to execute a given 
application. When building the PLC controller, the operating system image 
uses only those components required to execute the functionalities of our 
controller. Indeed, the design plan is to minimize the amount of Windows 
OS code used. This has effectively delivered to our customers a “lite” OS 
that require less patching and contains less security vulnerabilities. As a 
result, it is important to understand the PLC controller is NOT a completely 
configured Windows XPe image. Thus, the result is a reduced footprint that 
is specifically tailored for the controller design.  
Because of this reason, we do not recommend that our customers 
ever install Windows patches on the controllers until officially 
released by Océ. The patches released by Microsoft are thoroughly 
tested by our R&D organization to make sure of our configuration 
before releasing to customers.  
 
Also, Microsoft included the following feature on to the XPe environment to 
make it more secure:  

• New Security Accounts – new service accounts replace the Local 
System account, which are the Local Service and Network Service 
to eliminate threat of exploiting the Windows NT4 feature.  

• Stronger default ACLs on systems files  
• Support of IPSec – can use this feature for packet filtering.  
• Remote Desktop instead of shares – with this feature the network 

shares are not needed by Océ technicians to service the machines.  
By taking the above steps with the ability to release a componentized 
Windows XPe image, Microsoft has created an environment where the 
security of their Windows operating system is greatly enhanced from the 
predecessor products.  At Océ we have used these new security features 
on the PLC controller to deliver a more secure environment.   
 

Power Logic Controllers   
The Océ TDS printer includes three different components: 1. Printer 2. 
Scanner 3. The PLC Controller. These machines are available as individual 
components or as one configured machine with all three components in a 
fully integrated configuration. Our focus for this paper is on the PLC 
controller because this is where security vulnerabilities can exist.   
 
The PLC controller is the brain of our TDS Wide Format printing products. It 
is a powerful controller with applications executing on a Windows NT or 
XPe environment. These applications give our customers the ability to 
control print jobs, set default printer settings and monitor the status of the 
printer. Since we do use a Microsoft platform on the TDS products this can  
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raise questions at security conscious sites. It is important to understand 
that although we use the Windows platform, as a printer and copier 
controller, the PLC has the ability to provide very limited access to hackers 
and the system is in fact very secure from network vulnerabilities.  
 
Note: This paper will not describe the complete architecture of the controller 
itself. It will only focus on the areas deemed useful to address the issue of 
security. 
 
Since the PLC is a printer/copier controller, only those protocols and tools 
that are deemed important are enabled. Additionally, as described before 
by using the flexibility of XP Embedded, only those OS components 
actually needed by the controller to perform it's printing and scanning tasks 
are present on the hard disk. In short, the system has been carefully 
configured and tuned to ensure maximum performance and reliability for 
the purpose it is intended for. For all these reasons, the software is not user 
upgradeable and any patch or other system adjustment may render the 
controller useless. A complete reinstall by Océ service personnel is 
required to restore the system.  
 
While the following points can be deemed security “holes”, Oce customers 
should be careful on applying standard workstation PC rules to the 
controller because it is after all running some version of Windows. The 
following are reasons why not to:  

The PLC is not designed for every day interactive use at the console 
The printer controller is not designed to provide a rich interactive user 
interface for every day usage. 
 
Non-Océ personnel have only access to a low credential login to the 
controller applications of settings editor, queue manager, scan manager, 
account logic and Océ control panel. 
None of these give any useful access to the underlying operating system. A 
system administrator password check within these applications additionally 
prevents access to some network configuration (IP address…) accessible 
through the Oce interface by unauthorized personnel. 
 
It is NOT possible to run any application from this login. 
 
Océ support does have access to a fully functional desktop, but the 
password is not divulged. 
 

The PLC is not a Web server 
Even though it does provide a web access, like many printers today, the 
PLC is not designed to serve HTML pages to users. 
 
There are two web servers’ applications that run on it. 
Océ Print Exec Light Web runs on TCP port 80 and has a proprietary web 
server that generates pages on the fly with no access to the file system. 
Another Web server on TCP 8080 is ONLY available through the service 
port and cannot be accessed from the normal network connection. 
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The PLC does not provide general file system access 
The controller does not share directories for standard file system access. 
The PLC only writes to remote file systems through scan to file (STF) and 
uses in both cases (FTP and SMB) custom implementations of the client 
side. 
 
The Custom Océ FTP server allows end-users to recover the scanned 
images and accounting files from the hard-coded temporary store and its 
sub-directories. There is no access to other parts of the file system. In 
addition, submitted jobs cannot be read back. 
 
NOTE: there is no credential check for retrieving scans. It is advised to 
scan sensitive documents directly to a remote destination. 
 

The PLC only provides printer services 
The controller only provides printer-oriented services for network users. 
This consists in SMB printer sharing, LPD service, FTP service. 
 
Also, none of these services allow a file to be written to the file system. The 
custom Océ FTP service only accepts print jobs directly into the controller, 
but cannot write any file to the hard disk. This is a push mechanism that 
cannot overwrite a system file.  
 
NOTE: the guest printer access is enabled with no password to allow users 
to print to SMB printers without requiring credentials. This can trigger a 
warning from security scanning software but does not present an actual 
security risk as long as no file sharing is present. 
 
In addition, by not having shared drives or email available on the PLC, it is 
not possible to transmit certain viruses to the controller. 
 

The PLC does not need extensive access to other systems 
Changing the printer controller is only useful if the network gives open 
access to everything to it. The PLC only needs to receive print jobs and 
scan-to-file some files to a pre-defined directory with explicit security. It 
does not need any type of additional access. 
 
The PLC does not need any local user account. Indeed, the default low 
credential auto login sends people to the Océ status and configuration tools 
that are further password protected. 
 

Specific Service access exceptions 
Océ personnel for engine configuration, diagnostics and troubleshooting 
use an administrative account with full desktop access. While it gives 
access to the whole system, Océ’s policy is to never disclose the password 
to third parties. Also, at installation the Windows default administrator 
account name is changed to ensure this account is not compromised.  
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What can be done do tighten up on security? 

Use the security pack 
 A common law of network security is that if a machine is connected to a 
network it is less secure. With the vulnerabilities that exist in the Microsoft 
Windows environment Océ has introduced a feature called “security pack” 
in the PLC controller.   The plan on building this security pack is to: 

• Block all unnecessary networks ports. Also, network scanners 
launched by our customers can verify this and NOT find High 
vulnerability security holes within the PLC.  

• Offer our customers predefined security levels by disabling all 
features in the controller that can be target by hackers.  

• Maintain the scan to file function that is critical to the workflow 
process of the Océ wide format plotters.  

 
The “security pack” allows for three levels of protection: standard, medium 
and high. The security pack includes IP filtering rules that open only a 
predefined range of ports. 
This security pack allows for further hardening of the machine while 
decreasing the available features. This amounts to having a software 
firewall that runs on the controller. 
 
By setting the controller in High Security mode, everything is blocked 
except for LPD printing and scan-to-file toward FTP server on the network. 
Only TCP 515 is open on the controller. The LPD running at port 515 is an 
Océ defined development and does not access the file system. The 
vulnerabilities for any type of attack with this configuration are 
approximately zero.  
 
Below is the matrix of the vulnerable security ports and which are available 
with the security level that is chosen.  

Matrix of features versus security level 

Security Pack Functionality Availability Matrix  
   Standard  Medium   High  
LPR Print  Y  Y   Y  
SMB Print  Y  N   N  
Copy  Y  Y   Y  
Scan to File using FTP  Y  Y   Y  
Scan to File using SMB  Y  N   N  
PEworkgroup job submission tool  Y  Y   N  
Remote Logic client software  Y  N   N  
PELT LPR   Y  Y   Y  
PELT Direct  Y  Y   N  
FTP to PLC  Y  Y   N  
Printing from History File   Y  Y   Y  
Reprodesk Server 
Account Center (accounting function) Y Y  

N 
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What about antivirus? 
Some customers have shown interest on installing Antivirus software on the 
PLC controller as part of their overall plan to combat a cyber attack. This is 
understandable because often a security policy dictates a particular 
software package that needs to be installed on all devices connected to a 
network. 
 
There are a few points that are necessary to discuss as part of this 
process.  
First, an anti virus software package does not in of itself prevent attacks; it 
is a cleanup utility that runs after a machine has been infected. That is why 
the security pack and the measures described earlier make it almost 
impossible for the controller to become infected. 
 
Second, Océ PLC controllers (Windows Xpe version) do not contain a 
complete Windows image. They only contain the code necessary for the 
functionality of the PLC. Thus, some executables used by particular viruses 
might not reside in our controllers.  So this could work to the Océ 
customer’s advantage. Again, by installing the security pack, anti virus 
software is NOT required. With an LPR printer (port 515) as the only port 
open, it is not required to install this type of software. In cases where our 
customers still decide to install AV software, we will work to make sure this 
is done. Océ customers should check with the Océ Software Support 
Center to verify if their version has been tested (1-800- 662-2966 option 2).  
 

What about patches? 
Every OS has vulnerabilities that may require security patches. Yet with 
anti virus software, if the High security mode of the PLC is set, the need for 
security patches is NOT required.  
 
There are, some customers may want to run at medium or standard 
security because they need a special function that is not available with the 
High security configuration. For this reason, Océ works with Microsoft to 
test and make available relevant patches for the PLC.  Océ has a process 
in place that defines patches as critical and non-critical and are released to 
our customers accordingly.   
 
Océ releases Non Critical patches twice a year in the form of additional 
fixes.  These releases are generally inclusive of all pertinent patches to 
Windows components installed on the PLC. And with Microsoft fixes, this 
code also includes extensive patches relevant to the workings of the PLC 
and our device electronics. NOTE: The latest Océ PLC software level 
patches are customer installable and are available from the Océ web site. 
 
With Critical “hot” security fixes released by Microsoft, a process is in place 
for our R&D security group to take immediate action. Océ investigates the 
relevance of the code released. If the patch is deemed an immediate threat, 
Océ will test and release. The current commitment is that Océ will release 
critical patches within 48 hours after MS release. However, this process is 
could be much quicker or take more time depending on technical 
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circumstances. . Océ posts patch information on our website for customers 
to download. Customers are also encouraged to visit this site often: 
http://www.oce.com/en/Support/security/default.htm  
 
The Software Support Center is another source of information on this topic 
(800-662-2966 option 2) for information.  
 
NOTE: it is not recommended to install Microsoft patches directly on the 
controller without Océ testing and posting results on above web site.   
 
 
 
 

Data Retention  
Many Océ customers have raised concerns about data rention on our PLC 
controller after the job is scanned or printed. This section will clarify the 
issue of how our controllers handle internal data storage. 
 
Note that it does not aim at describing the complete architecture of the 
controller itself. It only focuses on the areas deemed useful to address the 
issue at hand. 
 

Print data 
When a print job is received, it is first spooled to the hard disk in clear (but 
truncated) form. Then it is ripped into a bitmap and stored on the Set 
Memory hard disk. Once a job is printed, the image in Set Memory is de-
referenced, meaning that the PLC loses access to it even though the data 
is actually in memory. It is overwritten by a subsequent job. Data in the 
spool is kept until the job is deleted from history after a certain configurable 
delay. Specified by the customer. The files are deleted but an active 
cleanup of the sectors does not exist.  
 

Scan data 
Scanned images get stored first on the Set Memory hard disk and then 
converted into the target format and stored temporarily on the main hard 
disk. Like for print jobs, the files eventually get deleted, but there is not 
active cleanup of the hard disk sectors. 
 

Available solution 
If the print and scan data are deemed of high confidentiality, then physical 
protection needs to be put in place to prevent access to the PLC hardware. 
Additionally, some government agencies use different sets of hard disks 
depending on the level of classification that the data has. 
In this case, Océ can provide sets of removable hard disks that would 
typically use a set for each classification level. The hard disks need to be 
exchanged and the system rebooted to switch to another level. 
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Conclusion 
 
Océ continues to work to make sure that our customers have a correct and 
secure print environment with our products. The following is a summary of 
the steps we have taken:  
 

• An internal policy is in position on how to deal with Microsoft 
Windows “hot” fixes.  

• An internal policy is in position that defines network security as a 
mandatory component on future product development.  

• Océ continues to work with security organizations to understand all 
issues relevant to the marketplace. Common Criteria Certification 
for some of our product is well on the way.  

• Océ has announced a security pack feature on the PLC. This 
feature locks down the controller with zero security risks. 

• Many components of the Windows systems are removed to make 
our controller “lite”. The amount of code included on the controller 
has been reduced. Less code means less risk. For example: no 
email, Telnet server etc.  

• Multiple anti virus software packages have been tested and 
installed on the PLC (Windows NT only).  

 
The Océ Print Logic Controller (PLC) is a product that should be used with 
the utmost confidence. It has exceptional functionality and low risk to 
security vulnerabilities. When used with the security pack, Océ is confident 
the dangers to an organization are minimal. This on going effort is our 
commitment to continue to work with our customers and government-
sponsored organizations to combat this threat.   
 
 
In the following appendix you will find test results performed looking at 
various scenarios using different security pack configurations: 
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Results of vulnerability scans performed with Retina 

Controller in Standard security 
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Controller in medium security mode 
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Controller in high security mode 

 
 

Matrix of features versus security level 

Security Pack Functionality Availablity Matrix  
   Standard  Medium  High  
LPR Print  Y  Y   Y  
SMB Print  Y  N   N  
Copy  Y  Y   Y  
STF FTP  Y  Y   Y  
STF SMB    Y  N   N  
PE wgroup  Y  Y   N  
Remote Logic  Y  N   N  
PELT LPR  Y  Y   Y  
PELT Direct  Y  Y   N  
FTP to PLC  Y  Y   N  
Printing from History  Y  Y   Y  

 
 


